With the aim of improving the accuracy of the theoretical models a series of additional simulations on CHPRO was carried out. At first, we try to decrease the cation-anion interactions, increasing simulation temperature to 500 K. Figure S (a) reveals that the Diff(r) calculated from the higher temperature simulation is shifted at higher r values. This is consistent with an increase of the liquid mobility; density also decreases as intermolecular distances increase. However, the temperature effect is indeed modest. A set of simulations were carried out scaling their values by 0.8, as suggested by the charge transfer found in ab initio models of ion pairs, and by 0.5 afterwards. A general consequence is that the radial peaks originated by intermolecular cation-anion contacts move towards higher values, thus improving the agreement with experiment, Figure S (b) . With the aim of revealing and separating the role of hydrogen bonding from electrostatic interactions we carried out a new simulation starting again from unchanged partial charge of isolated units and assuming zero only for atoms involved in hydrogen bond (O…HO), Figure S(b) . Although cation-anion interactions continue to be overestimated, the shape of the 4.5 Å peak significantly changes revealing the fundamental role of hydrogen bonding in this region of the spectrum. 
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Parameters of the three body function.
The three-body term centered on the O-H…OC triplets has the form:
We have used various combinations of strength and equilibrium distance, but the results are almost insensitive to reasonable changes of the two parameters. Our final choice was ℎ = 10 or 15 kJ and ℎ = 2.8 Å. The three-body term is active only when the three atoms are within 5 Å from each other.
